The clinical diagnosis of Fahr’s disease is a combination of clinical features, brain imaging findings, and exclusion of other causes of intracranial calcification. Clinical symptoms are important because calcification of the basal ganglia may be viewed as an incidental finding. Headache, vertigo, movement disorders, paresis, stroke-like events, cognitive impairment, psychiatric disorders, pyramidal signals, and seizures are the most common manifestations of basal ganglia calcification.

In this article we discuss the possible role of Fahr’s disease in a lupus patient with massive cerebral calcifications without any signs of cerebral lupus or its specific neurological manifestations. The discrepancy between clinical presentation and computed tomography imaging findings is also presented.

**Patient Description**

Our patient was a 65 year old woman with SLE, cerebral calcifications and insomnia. She was diagnosed with SLE in 1990 at age 48, based on photosensitivity, malar rash, polyarthritis, lymphopenia (860/mm³), positive antinuclear antibody titer (1:1.280) and anti-double stranded DNA (16.0 IU/ml). Her clinical condition improved rapidly upon treatment with a combination of hydroxychloroquine and low dose oral steroids, which effectively controlled the disease. There was no history of SLE-induced central nervous system disorder.

In January 2007 she presented to the clinic with sleeping difficulties. A serological workup revealed normal antiphospholipid antibodies (anticardiolipin immunoglobulin G, immunoglobulin M and lupus anticoagulant) and anti-ribosomal P antibody titers. The patient had no history of depression, alcohol or drug abuse. There was no family history of dementia, psychiatric illness, neurological illness, or Fahr’s disease.

During the psychiatric examination she complained of insomnia and mild depression. An electroencephalogram did not show any abnormality and cerebrospinal fluid analysis was normal. CT scan revealed bilateral symmetric intracranial calcifications in the cerebrum, basal ganglia, periventricular white matter and cerebellum; there were no signs of cerebral atrophy or ischemia. These massive calcifications have been found compatible with Fahr’s disease [Figure].

The patient did not exhibit any major neurological abnormality. Laboratory findings, including serum calcium, phosphate level and parathyroid hormone, were normal. No underlying cause for the bilateral calcifications was found. The absence of antiphospholipid completion antibodies and other signs of lupus activity did not support the diagnosis of cerebral lupus. After all diagnostic procedures were completed and cerebral lupus excluded, zolpidem was prescribed.

She was seen again in June 2007 and did not complain of insomnia or other neurological or neuropsychiatric manifestations.
Fahr’s disease is a rare condition with unknown prevalence and typical presentation in middle age [2]. Both sporadic and hereditary types of Fahr’s disease have been documented in the literature [2]. The clinical expression of Fahr’s disease varies greatly and includes psychiatric disorders, epileptic seizures, extrapyramidal syndrome, and different neurological abnormalities. The paraventricular calcifications described in our patient are rare and were previously reported only in two patients with SLE and cerebral lupus [3].

Filloux et al. [4] also discussed the possible role of Fahr’s disease in an elderly lupus patient with progressive cognitive impairment, dementia and tetraplegia but no signs of cerebral lupus. In the literature we found only one report of isolated neurological abnormality (anosmia) in a lupus patient with brain calcifications and no clinical manifestations of cerebral lupus [5].

The patient described here did not have a clinical history or criteria of cerebral lupus and had only minor depressive symptoms and insomnia despite massive cerebral calcifications. Since these calcifications have been found compatible with Fahr’s disease, we believe there is a possible role of Fahr’s disease in a lupus patient with minor neuropsychiatric manifestation such as insomnia. In summary, to the best of our knowledge this is the first case of massive cerebral calcifications in a patient with SLE without major neuropsychiatric abnormalities.

**CT scan showing bilateral symmetric calcifications in the dentate nuclei of the cerebellum, basal ganglia and periventricular white matter of the cerebrum**

**COMMENT**

“*You can out-distance that which is running after you, but not what is running inside you*”

Rwandan proverb

“I am, indeed, a king, because I know how to rule myself”

Pietro Aretino (1492-1556), Italian author, playwright, poet and satirist who wielded immense influence on contemporary art and politics
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